EVENT OUTLINE
CEO Network Meeting – The Universe is with you
23rd March 2007 (Fri), 3:00 PM – 6:00PM at Royal Orchid Hotel

In the event CEO Network Meeting – The Universe is with you hosted by Aashwasan and
conducted by Mr. R. Ravi – Chief Adviser of Aashwasan talked about Transformative Leadership
- transformative because by adopting certain patterns, the leadership can change the way
individuals behave in an organization; Transformative because we want to emphasize the
phenomenon of leadership, not the leaders. The emphasis of our course is on fluidity. A leader
has to be fluid like water. Water takes the shape of a container. It has force, but it adapts
completely to the environment that it is in. It does not have any preconceived notions.
Participants included entrepreneurs, CEOs, senior members of various organizations. During the
event they were taken on a journey of dreaming, discovering, doing and giving. These are the
four aspects of Trnsformative leader. To function as a transformative leader one needs to go
through this process starting from dreaming and arriving at giving. To become a transformative
leader one has to begin by giving. Members reached got a glimpse of their own infinite
potential.
One ray club that offers support to all those who wish to realize their dreams was launched. As a
token of the launch participants were also offered love and bonding workshop on the
subsequent days to take them closer to their dreams. All participants experienced a deep
transition taking them closer to their dreams in love and bonding workshop.
Some participants verbalized their experiences and they had this to say:
About the Transformative Workshop:
Start working with all my strength to achieve realizing of my dream.
- Veera Joshi (HR and Admin Manager, Actavis)
I started believing that I can dream and make it reality.
- Vidyanag (Dy. Manager - Field Readiness, Oracle)
Interesting, Need to know more.
- Ramesh Murthy (Vice president - Finance, Rea Metrix)
Reinforcement of the belief that if you behave strongly you can make things happen.
- Asha Raghavan ( Manager COL, E4E)
Love and Bonding Workshop
Good, Relaxed, made me go back to my dream much more close, “ I will Proceed further”
- Vidyanag (Dy. Manager - Field Readiness, Oracle)
I used to doubt on my own abilities. I was looking for an answer or a way to solve this. At
Aashwasan , it was a new experience. I have got a re-assurance and confidence about my
abilities.
- Veera Joshy (HR and Admin Manager, Actavis)

